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The re-usable control and adjustment

containers, 11.3 %RH and 75.3 %RH, make it

easy to control and adjust the transmitters on

site. The user screws the adjustment container

onto the probe with the help of an adapter and

waits for 1-1.5 hours until the value has

stabilised. After this, the user can press the

adjustment keys on the pcb for the upper or

lower value.  

Adjustment can be carried out easily on the

display if the display has adjustment keys. The

transmitter has been re-adjusted. 

The control and adjustment containers can be

used several times and are available with an

ISO adjustment certificate.

�
Easy humidity adjustment of the transmitter using saline solutions

The transmitters can be calibrated and

adjusted using a Testo calibrated reference

system, e.g. testo 650, with reference

humidity probe and 1 %RH calibration. The

reference humidity probe is placed directly

next to the transmitter probe and the handheld

control unit connected to the transmitter by a

cable. If the value has stabilised on both units,

calibration can be carried out using the

handheld instrument. An offset value is stored

in the transmitter.

�
Calibration of the transmitter with a Testo reference system

The transmitters can output digital values in

conjunction with a display. The standardised

RS485 protocol can be read with Testo

ComSoft 3 software or the values can be

integrated into a customer program. 

Up to 255 transmitters can be connected with

each other via the RS485 bus and the data

scanned centrally. The Testo system has been

tested for up to 32 transmitters and 1.2 km

cable length.

�
RS485 digital output Networking with RS485

The ComSoft 3 software records the values

online and stores them in a data file. An

analysis of the data can be carried out with

extensive display forms and supplementary

calculations such as mathematical filtration,

statistical functions and limit value display.

An integrated tree structure and free recording

of directories provide easy and clear

management of measured data.

�
ComSoft 3

Measured values can be displayed away from

the measurement site using the testo 54

displays. The display units can be

programmed as required and to give limit

signal output.

Two installation sizes are available for the DIN

control board cut-outs: 48 x 24 mm and 

96 x 48 mm.

�
Decentralised display with testo 54

�

�
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Seven display versions with the following

combinable features are available for the

hygrotest family: 

Display of readings for humidity and

temperature

Display of the units for humidity and

temperature

Loop feed or external feed

Operation of the transmitter by three

keys, internally or externally

RS485 output

Two limit signal outputs for each

channel; only external feed possible

Various settings can be selected using the three

keys of the hygrotest 650 display, or

internally on the  hygrotest 600:

Set parameters for display and output

Min./max. value scan

Scale the outputs

Change limit values of the limit signal

outputs, if fitted

Carry out humidity adjustment

Enter a temperature offset value

Enter a humidity offset value

�
Display versions

� �

�

�
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